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1. Intreduction
On 22nd September 1975 the Greek tanker "Pacific Colocotronis"
loaded with oil sailed from the port of Arzew in Algeria bound
for Wilhelrnshaven in Western Germany.
For the first part of the voyage weather conditions were goed. On
25th Septuber, after passing Cape Finisterre, the wind increased to
gale force.
In the North Sea there was a heavy gale, South to South West, wind
force on the Beaufort scale 8 to 9 and sometimes 10. The vessel
rolled badly, up to 25 degrees on both sides, taking over heavy seas.
On Sunday, 28th September, while sailing along the Dutch coast, as
the master later testified, "a noise was heard on deck" and the
tanker began to lose oil.
After sane time the vessel started listing slightly to port. This
list was stopped by piunping over oil. At 9.40 the rraster decided
to anchor and insuect the damage; the vessel was then 20 miles west
0
of Den Helder at 52054 N and 04 09' E.
That same evening the agents for the "Pacific Colocotronis", Rijnnond
Scheepsagenturen N .V., Rotterdam, contacted the Port Coordination
Centre (H.0 .C.), Rotterdam. Via this Centre, the Public Works
Department's reparting centre for marine oil pollution, the Control
Centre at the Haak of Holland, was notified of the events.
The North Sea Directorate official then in charge of oil pollution
control took the necessary action after receipt of this oil spillage
renort at 22.30.
The present report goes into a number of aspects of clearing the au
slick originating from the "Pacific Colocotronis".
A number af sections will deal, inter alia, with the following
subjects:

-

•

the initial action that was taken.

•

the spreading of the oil slick (air reconnaissance).
combat of the oil slick (employment of ships, supalies of
detergents).
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•

salvaging the "Pacific Colocotronis".

•

contact with environrnental or research institutions during the
events.

•
•

contact with other countries.
the financial implications of all the operations.

Sane information of a general nature is given in a number of other
annexes. Innex 1 gives further information on the reasons for clearing
marine oil pellution and goes into the advantages and disadvantages of
the oil combating methods used at present in the Netherlands.
Jnnex 2 reviews the oil clearance equipnent at present available to the
North Sea Directorate.
Znnex 3 gives a general outline of the North Sea Directorate's oil
pellution control organisation.
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2. Brief review of the initial events and operations.
Sunday 28th September.
After the North Sea Directorate oil pollution control official (see
2nnex 3) had been notified at 22.30 hours on Sunday evening 281±
September 1975 by the Public Works Department Control Centre at
the Hk of Holland that the leaking Greek tanker :Pacific
Colocotronis had anchored 20 rniles West of Den Helder, he took
the following action:
He iimiediately telephoned the tanker's agents "Rijnind
Scheepsagenturen N.V..", Rotterdam, to obtain further information.
He was told that the Greek tanker "Pacific Colocotronis", whose
home port was Piraeus, and which was loaded with 72,227 tonnes
of light crude oil, had anchored at 52 0 54' North 04 0 09' East
in order to ascertain the cause of the loss of oil.
The master stated that he had noticed at daybreak on Sunday
that the vessel was losing au, after which he had stopped the
engines in order to ascertain the cause. Probably owing to
the heavy weather on Saturday night a fracture had been caused
in the plating at the level of port side-tank No. 3 from which
oil bad flowed out. This side-tank was used as a ballast tank.
The connections between centre tank No. 3 and port side-tank
No. 4 had probablybroken. In this way, oil was able to flow
from these two tanks into port side-tank No. 3 and thence into
the sea.
The master estimated that he had already lost sorre 500 tons
of oil. With stopped engiries, the tanker was still losing oil.
Iimdiately after the oil pollution control official had received
this information he instri,.icted the master of the Directorate' s
oil cornbating vessel "Smal Agt" to sail from Scheveningen to
the stated position of the tanker.
At the same time the rnaster of the tugbaat "Holland", which
could reach the position quicker, was instructed to sail to the
"Pacific Colocotronis" from its berth at Terschelling in order
to exaniine the situation at the spot.
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Monday 291± September.
On Monday nrning, 291± September at 03.30 baars, the tugbaat "Holland"
reached the "Pacific Colocotronis".
As it was dark, no oil spillage could be seen, though there was a strong
srrll of oil on baard the "}-bflandT'
At daybreak, the master of the "Holland" reprted that as far as he could
see the sea was covered with au. He was instructed right away to make
for Den Helder to take a rrobile spraying unit and two tanks of detergent
(the property of "Nederlandse Olie- en Gasexploratie en Produktie
Associatie" (NOGEPA) on baard, in order to assist the "Smal Agt" later
in clearing the oil spili.
To obtain a clearer picture of the situation, it was decided to hire a
Cessna airplane from Martinair B.V. to make a recorinaiss ance flight over
the area.
But this flight did not give a dear picture of the situation because it
was very foggy. As far as could be seen the oil slick was two miles by
half a rïu.le.
After the "Smal Agt" had changed crew and taken stores on baard in Ijmuiden,
she arrived near the "Pacific Colocotronis" at 1300 hours. Astern the
tanker there was a thick brown oil slick which was imme diately attacked
with detergents by the "Smal Agt".

-

-

-.

-

The ..Pacific

Cotocotronis' onchored 20 miles West of Den Helder

29 1h September 1975).
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After the "Holland" had been equipped for oil clearance at Den Helder,
it reached the "Pacific Colocotronis" in the evening after sunset.
It was too dark to undertake any further clearance operations and these
had to be put off tili the next morning.
Although it was very difficult to get a precise idea of the situation
on the basis of available infornation, it was not considered necessary
to start large-scale operations right away at the beginning of the day.
There was only a crack in the plating.
The weather forecast for the day was not bad (Wind South Beaufort
Scale 4-5; after a cold front had passed the wind would veer South-West
4-5 in the nïrning at Tuesday, 30th September.)
In case conditions should worsen, the irst essential precautions were
taken.
Adriaan Volker B.V., a dredging f inn, was notified by phone that it was
being considered using the hopper dredger "Geopotes VII" for sand
sinking operations. They said the "Geopotes VII" was en route
from Scotland to Norway but could, if necessary, come to Den Helder
within 48 hours to be made operational for the sand sinking rnethod.
The Departinent of Trade, Marine Division Londen, in England, was contacted
with a view to employing British oil-clearance vessels if required.
Fina Nederland B.V. was approached for urgent delivery of detergents if
needed. It was also decided to station two North Sea Directorate
observers on board the "Pacific Colocotronis", in order to have direct
conraunication between the tanker and the North Sea Directorate.
This was done at the invitation of the agents, Rij nrrond Scheepagenturen
Rotterdam.
Together with representatives of the shipping canpany and of en insurance
company, the North Sea Directorate observers were put on board the
"Pacific Colocotronis" by a K[4-Noordzee helicopter (at about 1630 hours),
where the situation was inspected.
This inspection disclosed that the situation looked far worse than had
at first been assumed. It was found that part of the wall plating had
been tom away on the part side along two vertical fractures, and that
these fractures continued belew water level.
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The tanker • .Pacific C&ocotronis" seen from the bridge
(3Oth September 1975).

According to the experts, it was necessary to take action quickly,
because if weather conditions worsened, the damge could easily becorrte
greater.
It was not even ruled out that if weather conditions got much worse the
vessel might break in two.
In view of the rexrt from the "Pacific Colocotronis" and the
reconnaissance plane, the Deparient of Trade in Britain was asked to
send an oil-clearance vessel from England to assist with the operations.
A notification was received from Britain that a tug equipped for oil
clearance, the "Lady A]m", would sail out as quickly as pessible.
Tuesday, 30th September.
On Tuesday nDrning, 30th September, it was roughly estimted that the
"Pacific Colocotronis" bad already lost about 1500 tonnes of oh. It
was only then that it becarne dear how serious the situation was liabie
to beccine.
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The weather forecast, asked for several times from the K.N.M.I. (Poyal
Netherlarid Meteoroloical Institute) daring the morning, was: wind
veering W-NW, force 4-7-- Beaufort.
1f this had indeed happened within, say, 24 hours, the consequences could
have been disastrous:
the oil would have drifted towards the coast (the Waddenzee) and, in
view of the location of the oil slick at that rrarent, could have
eached it fairly quickly.
lx)th getting the tanker into port and lightering could cause
trnendous problems in such weather, with the risk of a stili bigger
oil spillage.
In view of this, a number of operations were carried out:
The organisation of the North Sea Directorate'

S

oil-clearance

cperations was adapted to the situation as at that moment. 'I\io
groups were formed: one concerned nainly with oil-clearance
cperations, the other mainly with the aspects of getting the tanker
into port. It was also decided to cornbine all information services
and have them handled by one person who would collaborate closely
with the Information Deparbnent of the Ministry of Dansport and
Public Works.
The hopper suction dredger "Geopotes VII", at that time between
Scotland and Norway, was instructed to sail as quickly as possible
to Den Helder to be rrade ready for cornbating the oil with the sand
sinking method (See 2nnex 1).
At 1000 hours, England was asked to make a second oil-clearance
vessel available. This was the "Calshot" with 36 to 38 tonnes of
detergent on board. 'I\io other British vessels were kept on stand-by.
Gennany was also asked to keep an oil-clearance vessel on stand-by.
This was the "Conrad Meisel", then at Cuxhaven with about 40 m3
concentrated (third-generation) detergent on board.
Arrangements were made to have enough detergent available for
large-scale operations.
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6. The Rotterdam agent was contacted. In the af ternoon an urgent
rreting was called in Rotterdam of representatives of the awners,
the agent, the insurance and salvaging companies and representatives
of the Chief Directorate of the Public Works Department, the North
Sea Directorate and the Shipping Directorate General.
The purpose of the meeting was in part icular to examine the
possibilities of lightering the cargo of the "Pacific Colocotronis"
or bringing her into port as guickly as possible.
The following sections will go further and in greater detail into
the various aspects of irrrtance in the events around the "Pacific
Colocotronis".
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3. The au: the extention and the dealing with it.
3.1. The extention of the oil spul.
A primary requirerrnt for effective combat of oil at sea is
a full knowledge of the position of the oil slick.
During the events concerning the "Pacific Colocotronis" the
sition of the oil slick was deterrnined by air reconnaissance
with a hired Cessna plane.
Table 1 gives details of the air reconnaissances.
Table 1: Details of air reconnaissances.
Date

Number of flights

tins of
flights

nday
29 Sept.

2

Tuesday
30 Sept.

1

1400

Wednesday
1 Oct.

3

0642
0940
1510

Thursday
2 Oct.

1

1043
1450

length of
flights

1153
1640

1 h. 10 in.
1 h. 50 in.

1607

2 h. 07 in.

0807
1128
1643

1 h. 25 in.
1 h. 48 in.
1 h. 33 in.

0937 - 1107

1 h. 30 in.

Total

-

-

-

-

-

-

11 h. 23 in.

Figure 1 gives, for 29th and 30th September and ist October, a
chart showing the extent and position of the oil slick. This
shows that during these days of observation the slick got bigger
and bigger and rroved northwards under the influence of the
prevailing South-South-Westerly wind (force 4 - 7 Beaufort).
Only during the first two days' observation were sonie thicker au
spillages observed close to the "Pacific Colocotronis" and in the
Narthern part of the slick.
On Wednesday, lst October, when the "Pacific Colocotronis" had
already been brought into çort, the oil slick had rrved somewbat
northwards, and no nore thicker layers of oil could be traced from
the air.
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On Thursday, 2nd October, during a sixth reconnaissance flight, only
scattered and light traces of oil were found in and around the area
where a slick of about 13 by 14 nautical rniles had been observed the day
before.
From the position where the tanker had been anchored as far as the
Nrthern beundary of the spillage, the distance was estirnated on
Wednesday ist October at about 19 nautical miles. Allowing for the
drift due to the current and the wind, the oii that had flowed into
the water at the time of anchoring irnist have floated about 60 nautical
miles NNE up to 1800 hrs on lst October, i.e. about 18 miles a day.
But no rrore oii was observed beyond the 19 miie boundary from the tanker's
anchorage.
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The light nature of the oil, owing to which a subsLantial part of It had
been @.porated, and the effect of the sprayed detergents will beth have
played a part in this.
The reconnaissance flights quickly gave an initial idea of the exLent of
the spillage that had already occurred, and a good idea was also obtained
of how the spul had spread during this Unie.
On the basis of this information, the oil-cartbetinq vessels were directed
to the places where action was rrost urgently needed.
It can be said that frequent air observations are indisponsable where
there are spillages of any size.
3.2. Oil-clearance operations.
3.2.1.

Lilse of oil-combatinq-vessels.
Table 2 gives the effective clearance Limes spent by the vessels
and the quantities of deterqents they used.
Table 3 shows the total time the vessels were involved in the
oil-combating operations including the effective clearance tim.
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Table 2
iployment of oil-clearance vessels and detergent consurrtion.

nday
29th Septiber

Smal Agt

1300

Tuesday
30th Septerrer

Smal Agt

0630

Holland
Lady Alma

0625
1750
1015

Smal Agt

1735

Holland

0645

Lady Aîrna

0945

Caishot

1315

Wednesday
1 October

Quantities of
deergents sprayed
(m)

Clearance
times

Name of
vessel

Date

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

11.3 m3 OSR2

1730

36

0905
1915
1730

Shell LT
15 m3
7.5 m3 Shell LT
35
m BP1100

1020

30.1 m3 OSR2

0810

m3 OSR2
x2
x3

7.5 m3 Shell LT

1645

37

1720

11.25m3 BP 1100

m3 OSR

190.65

Total detergent consumption
x1 OSR2 :

xl

1800

Fina Oil Spul RemDver used by North Sea Directorate.

Shell LT: Low Toxid detergents used by NOGEPA.
x3 BP 1100

detergents used. by Britain.

Table 3
Total time the vessels were involved in oil-dispersion
operations inciuding the effective clearance tirr.
From

Vessels
Smal Agt

29/9

Holland

28/9

-

-

0200 hrs

3/10

2300 hrs

1/10

Quo Vadis (Uk 171) 30/9 - 1600 his
Geopetes VII

30/9

Lady Alma

29/9

Calshot

30/9

Nuraberof
hours

TO

1/10

-

-

0500 hrs

99

2100 hrs

70

2100 brs

-

3/10
-

1830 his

3/10

47
-

1830 hrs

3/10

rijkswaterstaat
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The oil-combating vessel "Smal Agt" was loaded with aJut 59 ra
detergents when it started disperging the oil on Monday 29th
September.
After the tug "Holland" had returned to Den Helder from the
voyage of inspection to the "Pacific Colocotronis", it was
fitted out there with a rrobile oil-caibating installation, consisting of two detergent spraying anns approxirriately 4 metres long,
fitted on either side of the ship.
Two tanks of 7.5 in3 detergerit were also installed on board the
"Holland". A similar mebile spraying unit was also installed in
Den Helder on board the cutter "Qua Vadis" with two tanks of
7.5 m detergent on Wednesday lst October.
Both iristallations, and also the detergent tanks, are the property
of "NOGEPA". (Further inforition on the North Sea Directorate' s
oil-clearing equipïient and "NCXEPA's" role is given in Annex 2).
In h)th cases an employee of Damco van Swieten, who looks after
this equipment for "NOGEPA", was taken on }x)ard to operate it.
It was not pessible to employ the "Volans" which is in the North Sea
Directorate' s service and is permanently equipped with a firefighting jet which can also be used for spraying detergents because
it was at Brest at that tima and could not sail owing to bad weather.
All the British oil-contating vessels, including "Lady Alma" and

"Calshot", have the saire oil-dispersion units as "N(XEPA", except that ti
permanent detergent storage capacity on board these is usually about 30
to 40

in3

.

The combating capacity of an installation of course largely depends on
the thickness of the oil slick, but for the "Smal Agt" with its
20-metre sprayer-anns it is about 60 tons of oil an hour,
and for the nobile spraying units with 4-rnetre arms about 25 tons
of oil an hour.
(See Annex 2).
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An oit spul

treated with disperging agents alongside the

tanker.,Pacific Colocotronis

3.22.

(

30 th September 1975).

Reprt on the clearance operations.
- As the "Pacific Colocotronis" was stili leaking oil on Monday
the 29th and Tuesday the 30th Septber, the basic aperoach was
that this oil should be clecred first of all.
On Monday 29th Septer the 'i A" dlt with this; on
[\iesday 30th September, the "Holland" at first did this job until
abnut 0915 hours when both its detergent tanks were empty. After
this, the "Smal Agt" took over oil dispersion near the "Pacific
Colocotronis" until the "Lady Alrru" took over at 1215 hours, baving
arrived at the Western edge of the slick from the Hnber area at
1015 hours where it started operations right away. The "Smal Agt"
then carried on clearing oil by systematically cutting patbs right
through the slick.
At 1750 the "Holland", reloaded with 15 m3 detergent, arrived
again at the South-Eastern pert of the slick and started clearing
it.
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At a meeting which began at 1600 hrs at the "Pacific Colocotronis"
agents in Potterdam, it had meanwhile been decided to weigh the
tanker' s anchor and make a trial run to get an idea of the loss
of oil.
The tafker started sailing at 1815 hours with its engines running
at low speed. fl1e oil spillage was assessed frcxn the "al Agt"
sailing alongside, which had meanwhile stopped dispersion
operations. At first a lot of oil was lost, but after some time
this decreased and it was considered safe to aliow the tanker to
sail on to IJmuiden.
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After this, the "Smal Agt" and the "Lady Alma." left for Den Helder to
laad rrore detergents, and the "Holland" was ordered to follow in the
"Pacific Colocotronis's" wake to dear all oil that might be spilt.
The tanker sailed South parallel to the coast and anchored at 2300 hours
4 to 5 miles North of the rnunition buoy of f IJmuiden. Until dusk at
approxirnately 1915 hours very littie oil was lost and the "Holland" had nc
need to take action. Since weather conditions did not change (farce
5 to 6 Beaufort, South-Westerly), it was assumed that no substantial
ainjunts of oil would be last by the "Pacific Colocotronis".
On Wednesday ist October at 0130, the "Smal Agt" loaded with 23 m 3
detergent left Den Helder for the position of the "Pacific Colocotronis"
to take over mnitoring from the "Holland".
At 0440 hours the "Pacific Colocotronis" weighed anchor to continue
sailing to IJmuiden where it arrived inside the piers at 1000 hours.
Scme oil was spilt during the voyage.
At 0645 the "Holland" started clearing this oil near the "Pacific
Colocotronis" until 0810 hours when the detergent tanks were ertpty.
The "Holland" then left for Den Helder to take in nre detergent.
At 0735, the "Smal Agt" which had meanwhile arrived taak over from the
"Holland" and followed the "Pacific Colocotronis" into IJmuiden harbour,
where oil dispersion was stopped at 1020 hours.
In the meantime, the all slick of f Den Helder (See Fig. 1) had mved
somewhat to the North under the influence of the wind which had meanwhile
veered South West. At 0945, the "Lady Alma" started dispersing a thin
oil patch South West of the Texel lightship.
At 1120 hours the "Calshot" had meanwhile arrived from Southampton in
the area where the "Pacific Colocotronis" had been anchored. Sailing
North, the vessel observed the first all anly 4 miles South West of
the Texel lightship, where it started combating operations right away.
The "Qua Vadis", meanwhile provided with oil-clearance equint, left
Den Helder at 1330 hours and sailed 1 nautical miie off the coast towards
IJmuiden to trace and disperse any oil that might have been spilt earlier
by the "Pacific Colocotronis". No oil was found during this voyage.
The "Holland" had meanwhile arrived in Den Helder again at 11.55, and left
at 1430 loaded with detergents again.
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On the basis of information obtained by reconnaissance flights, the
"Caishot" and the "Holland t' were directed to the North-Western and
North-Eastern parts of the slick respectively, and the "Lady Alma"
and the "Quo Vadis" to the South-Western and South-Eastern parts
respectively. It was found that the oil bad meanwhile become very
widely spread in a very thin layer, so that effective dispersion was
really no longer possible. Only the "Lady Alma" and the "Calshot"
still started clearance operations in several bigger oil patches.
Towards the evening the vessels were instructed to discontinue dis-persion operations and return to Den Helder.
3.2. Supplies of detergents.
Besides the availability of enough oil-clearance vessels, it is of course
essential in the case of oil spilis of any size to be able to obtain
enough detergents for dispersion.
When clearance operations started, the "Smal Agt" had 58.5 m3 detergent
(Finasol OSR2 ) on board. In addition, 100 m 3 Finasol could be drawn
upon which was kept in stock for the North Sea Directorate by Fina
Nederland at Ertsvelde in Belgitmi (close to the Dutch frontier).
On MDnday 29th September at approximately 1000 hours, two steps were
taken:
Fina Nederland B .V. was contacted and was infonned that a largesale oil-clearance operation had started. Fina promised to
arrange forthwith to make new supplies of Finasol OSR 2 if needed
and to arrange for transpert of existiflg stocks if required.
The secretary of "NXEPA" was contacted, and "NCX3EPA" promised
that the North Sea Directorate could use "NOGEPA's" detergents
(Shell-LT) and rabile spraying installations at Den Helder.
(See Annex 2).
Two of these nDbile spraying installations, each with two tanks full
of detergents, were placed on board the "Holland" and the "Quo Vadis"
respectively on Monday afternoon 29th September and Wednesday rrrning
ist October, as described in 3.2.1.
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On ?bnday evening 29th Septanber, after it was learnt that the "Srr1
Agt" had used 11.3 m detergents, Fina Nederland was instructed to
deliver 100 m3 Finasol OSR2 at Den Helder.
.ring to the limited tank-storage capacity there, this order was
reduced to 60 m3 on Tuesday rtcrning 30th September. The supplies
were to arrive that sarrie evening in two road tankers, In the course
of the af ternoon, when it became dear that especially the "Lady Aka"
would scon have used up her stock of 36 m3 detergent, another 90
detergents was ordered, thus bringing the total order to 150 m 3 .
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In the night of Tuesday 30th September, the "Snal Agt" and the "Lady
Alrna" were both provided in Den Helder with part of the first batch of
60 m3 detergent which had arrived at that time. The "Snal Agt" which
still bad 22 m3 detergents on beard, took 23 m 3 of this and the "Lady
Alm" 37 m3 .
Tbree other road tankers with the 90 m3 detergents ordered the previous
afternoon were neanwhile already on their way.
Two of these (with 60 m3 detergent togethér) were directed to IJmuiden
to supply the "nal Agt" which was excted there; the other (with
30 m 3) went to Den Helder, arriving there on Wednesday morning at
approximately 1100 hours.
From this road tanker, 15 m 3 was loaded into the tanks fitted on the
rilkswate rst a at
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"Quo Vadis", after which the vessel left at 1300 hours.
The "Holland" arrived at Den Helder again at 1155 hours and took the
rernaining 15 m3 on Iard from the road tanker, after which this vessel
put to sea again.
The British oil-combating vessel "Caishot" had started dispersing oil
on Wednesday ist Cktober at 1315 and stili had arnple detergents on
1xard for that day (a total of 69

In3

). On Wednesday evening lst

October all the operations were stopped, and an end thus also carr
to the transpert of detergents.
During all the clearance operations for the "Pacific Colocotronis"
a total of some 190 m3 detergents was used (See Table 2, page 11).
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4. Bringing the

t1

Pacific Colocotronis" into port.

4.1. Report thereon.
Ivnday, 29th September.
On Monday 291± September at 1150 hours, during telephone contact
between the "Pacific Colocotronis" agents, Rijrtnd Scheepsagentaren,
Rotterdam, and the North Sea Directorate, the agents stated that at
1500 hours that afternoon a KLM helicopter would be flying to the
tanker to put a ninber of experts and insurance agents on board.
The agents also stated that if the North Sea Directorate was
interested several of its representatives could fly alorig and also
be put on }x)ard.
The North Sea Directorate accepted this invitation and the helicopter
left Schiphol at 1545 with two representatives of the shipping
company, one of the company insuring the ship and two of Nofth Sea
Directorate. These f ive people were put aboard the "Pacific
Colocotronis" at 1625.
Irrrnediately on arrival, a meeting was held with the ship's officers.
The niaster fu.rnished some general infonrtion on the vessel, loading
and sailing list. 1-Je also went into the darrge that had been
caused (See also Section 2, page 2).
After he had anchored on Sunday 281± September at 0940 to fifld out
die cause of the oil spillage, it was found that the tanker had a
nall vertical crack in the plating on the port side, level with
the rnanifold. Under the influence of the heavy seas (with a
South-East wind, force 9 to 10 on the Beaufort scale) the crack
becarrie bigger in the course of the day and some plates were even
loosened.
During this meeting the damage was inspected on deck. This
inspection showed, also with reference to the ship's drawings,
that the yisible darnage above water-level consisted of two loose
plates over a distance of about 40 nietres level with port tank
No. 3 (See photographs and Fig. 2).
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The darnage presumably contunued below water -level. As less oil was
gauged in centre tank No, 3 and port tank No. 4 than there should have
been according to the loading plan, it was susoected that the watertight
bulkheads between these tanks and port tank No. 3 were dainaged. This
would be the only possible way for oil to flow from centre tank No 3 and
port tank No. 4 into the sea via port tank No. 3.
The insurance ccanpany representatives made a simple calculation of the
loss of oil.
It was found that approxiinately 800 to 900 tonnes of oil had been lost
from port tank No. 4 and about 500 tonnes from centre tank No. 3, making
a total of about 1400 tonnes.
The experts said speedy action was needed because if weather conditions
changed or worsened, the vessel could suf f er rrcre dainage and if
the worst came to the worst might even break.
After this, views were exchanged on measures that rnight be taken in the
light of the weather excepted in the next few days.
The following alternatives were discussed:
(a) Punping the rernaining oil from danged tank No. 3 and port
tank No. 4 to ballast and ernpty bunker tanks.
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The captain said that the pipeline system on board was not
designed for this, however, and rroreover such purring would only
be pessible after all kinds of rnakeshift measures.
Besides this, puiring over elsewhere might make the stresses in
the damaged rnidship too great and there would be an imrrediate
danger of the tanker breaking in two. Especially this latter
pessibility made this alternative urLrealistic.
Lightering at sea.
Sailing the tanker to a pDrt and discharging its cargo there.
A choice obviously had to be made between the two latter ssibilities;
or a cornbination of both (partly lightering and then sailing on to a
gort) would have to be chosen. The North Sea Directorate representatives
suggested, airong other things, that before a decision was made, divers
should inspect the ship as soon as pessible to ascertain the extent of
the damage under water.
It was then decided that a number of the persons who had arrived by
helicopter, inciuding a Public Works Departmant representative, should
go ashore again as quickly as possible to report on their findings on
board. A representative of the shipping company and of the Public Wrks
Departunt remained on board. Leaving the tanker proved to be a problom
because the K[M-North Sea helicopter would not take anyone of f owing to
the possibility of gas foimiing over the "Pacific Colocotronis" deck.
The agents tried in vain to charter a lifeboat to collect the people,
and it was then decided that the "Smal Agt" would come and lie alongside
the "Pacific Colocotronis" to take over this people and carry them to
Den Helder. This was done at 2055 hours, and the four people mentioned
were put ashore in Den Helder at 0300 hoars on Tuesday 30th September.
Tuesday, 3 Oth September.
When the oil-dispersioris operations were in full swing in the course of
the Tuesday morning, the question of what was to be done with the leaking
tanker became rrore and rnre pressing.
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It was decided to discuss this subject with all partjes concerned as
quickly as possible.
A meeting was therefore arranged for 1600 hoars between the agents,
the shipping conipany' s representatives and salvage and insurance experts
cn the one hand and representatives of the Public Works Department
(Chief Directorate and North Sea Directorate) and the Shipping Directorate
General on the other. At this Ireting, a report was made on the steps
already taken by the agents for getting the tanker into port, and which
had already been discussed between the agents, a shipping company
representative, and insurance and salvage experts at a meeting earlier
that day, which was also attended by two North Sea Directorate
representatives as observers. These steps were:
two vessels had been of fered into which the oil could be pi.miped
from the "Pacific Colocotronis" at sea.
It had been decided to accept Shell's offer to make the "Drupa"
available: a vessel about 72,000 tonnes deadwight fully
equipped for pnping over oil in the open sea.
The Smit Tak salvage vessel "Onrust" would leave the Hook of Holland
as quickly as pos sible with two divers on board who could inspect
the darnage the "Pacific Colocotronis" had suffered under water.
At this meeting, it was aeed that lighter operations were not possible
at wind force 5 Beaufort or higher.
The North Sea Directorate proposed that the "Pacific Colocotronis"
should try to sail to IJmuiden. The Port Authority at IJmuiden intimated
that the tanker would be given permission to sail into the harbour:
provided it sailed in during daylight and was inside the piers by
1000 hours on Wednesday ist October with a view to the tide.
provided sufficient oil-clearance equipiient (oil boorns, oilclearance vessels) was available.
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This propasal was unanirrously regarded as the rrost realistic at
that nrrnt, provided there was no increase in the oil spillage.
Next, the master of the "Pacific Colocotronis" and the North Sea
Directorate representatives on }card the tanker were informed
a1ut the decision. After this, oreparations were made on board
for weighing anchor.
This was done at 1815 hours. After a1ut 5 miles, the oil
spillage was considered acceptable by the "&nal Agt" sailing alongside, and the tanker sailed Southwards as slowly as pssible
(approximately 5 knots) parallel to the coast, followed by
the "Holland".
It was intended that the tanker should anchor 4 to 5 miles North
of the munition buoy of f IJmuiden and would sail on early the next
nDrning to the pilot station. From approxirnately 2100 hours the
tanker was nnitored by the "Onrust"; the "Onrust" reparted that
inspection of the "Pacific Colocotronis" by divers was too dangerous
at nighttime with the sea at it was.
It was decided to carry out this inspection next rrorning at the
pilot station (approximately 4 miles out fran the IJmuiden piers)
or, if this was not possible, in the distress-harbour at IJmuiden.
The "Pacific Colocotronis's" further voyage was uncanplicated and
0
at 2315 the tanker was at anchor at 52 0 40.2' North and 4 08.2'
East. The wind was then South-Westerly, Beaufort 6.
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Wednesday, lst Etober.
At 0440, the "Pacific Colocotronis" resumed its voyage to IJmuiden.
Slightly North of the IJmuiden leading lights, the tanker started
turning in and then sailed in the line of leading liqhts towards the
coast (See Fig. 3).
At 0640 the tanker was 13 miles away from the piers.
As the tanker's pJrt side was noi leeward, speed was increased slightly
to about 6 knots.
At 0810 the IJmuiden Outer Buoy was passed and at 0837 two pilots came
aboard.
At 1000 hours the vessel was inside the piers as insLructed and at 1145
rrored in the distress harbour at IJmuiden.
After this, part of the cargo was transferred to Shell's Ianker-liqhLer
"Dnipa", after which the tanker was Laken Lo J\msterdam.
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4.2. Inspection of the "Pacific Colocotronis" and some observations
on the course of events.
Inspection by divers on Thursday 2nd October at approximately
1100 baars established that the entire side of part tank No. 3
was very badly damaged right down to the bottom and was
practically wide open. Part of the plating bad been forced
inward, another part was sticking out.
The master said there had been no question of a collision or an
explosion in part tank No. 3. In Ix)th events, the damage would
indeed probably have looked different. One may speculate about
the following caused of the damage:
I. Oiing to the very heavy pitching and rolling the "Pacific
Colocotronis" may have touched the seabed, causing the plating
to crack. But the master enphatically denied that this had
happened.
Errors in construction by the shipbuilders which might have
caused the damage in heavy seas.
During unballasting in the port of loading, insufficient
attention may have been paid to the passibility of excessive
pressure differences between loading tanks and ballast tanks.
One niight ask, for instance, whether there was any venting
during loading.
As the survey repart and the repart by the repair yard are not
obtainable, it is not pessible to indicate the actual cause of
the dainage.
5. Contact with fishery- and research-establishnients.
5.1. National Fisheries Research Institute (RIVO).

(Znnex 4).

On Tuesday nrning, 30th September, the situation concerning the
"Pacific Colocotronis" bad apparently become so seriou.s (See
Section 2) that the dredger "Geopotes VII" was called to Den Helder
to be got ready for clearing the oil slick with the sand sinking
method (See Innexes 1 and 2).
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The intention was to keep the "Geopotes VII I' on stand-by at Den
Helder. As this vessel was at that noment between Scotlarid and
Norway, it was only possible for it to be put into action 48 hours
later. Inrnediately after the "GeoTotes VII" had been called back,
RIVO was contacted in order to discuss the implications for seabed
fauna if it was decided to use this vessel.
Previous contact with the RIVO had already revealed that the Institute
was very much oppsed to the sand sinking method because of
its likely barrnful effects in areas of irnprtance for the propagation
of fish, for instance the partial destruction of seabed fauna or
making marine seabed organisme unpalatable for htnan being in an
oil-contaminted area.
In the present case, too, the RIVO was very much opposed to using
the "Geopotes VII".
It was agreed as follcMs:
that the RIVO would exarnine wbat harinful effects were likely
if the sand sinking method was used.
that the North Sea Directorate would not decided to use the
"Geopotes VII" without consulting the RIVO.
Since further oil pollution was not too bad on the Tuesday and
Wednesday and the "Pacific Colocotronis" was brought into part on
Wednesday ist October, there was no need to consider using the
"Geopotes VII".
Subsequently, the RIVO indicated in writing what the likely
economic cost might have been if it had been decided to use the
"GeopJtes VII".
During a period of four rnnths the value of the fish caught in an
2
area of 600 (miles) located in the immediate vicinity of the oil
slick is a1ut 2 to 3 miflion guilders. To this should be added
incidental damage to the fishing industry as a whole, which is
rrore difficult to assess.
The RIVO's "Willem Beukelsz" and "ftidens" investigated the
patential effects of the oil spillage and its dispersion upon
the local biology at the time of the events involving the
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"Pacific Colocotronis" and the week thereafter. No dead organisms
were observed and no traces of oil were found in analysis of fish from
the area.
5.2. The Netherlands Research Institute (NIOZ).

(Annex 5).

On Monday 2 9th and Tuesday 3 Oth September, the NIOZ contacted the
North Sea Directorate asking for infoimation on the position of
the oil sllck. When it became know that the slick was of an exceptional
size, the NIOZ decided to withdraw the research ship "Aurelia" from
the current research prograrrme and to start investigations in and
around the "Pacific Colocotronis" oil slick.
Investigations were made regarding:
the sea plankton cornposition inside and outside the slick;
the volume and nature of the oil dissolved in the water inside and
outside the slick.
Observations were also rrade regarding birds in or around the slick
at that time.
Canparatively few birds were found.
Birds occasionally flew over, but no swii-rîning birds were observed.
This was probably because there are few fauna (such as rrDlluscs or
young fish) in the oil slick area in which diving birds are interested.
The NIOZ intends to publish the resuits of the investigiations; it is
envisaged publishing thea in the Marine Pollution Bulletin.
5.3. Government Institute for Sewage and Wastewater 1reatinent. (RIZA).
On 7th October, rather rrore than a week after the "Pacific Colocotronis"
oil-clearance operations bad ended, oil was washed onto the coast
between Noordwijk and Heemskerk.
The beaches were fouled for a distance of 50 kilometres with a band
of oil 1 to 2 metres wide.
It was always possible for this oil to have come from the "Pacific
Colocotronis". The tanker could have spilt this oil when it sailed
along the Dutch coast on Sunday, 28th September, after which the oil
could have been driven on to the coast by the prevailing South-West
wind.
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After the reprts of pollution of the beaches had been received,
the

Agt" was sent out to check the psition in the threatened

coastal area and if necessary to dear oil.
On 7th and 8th October, several thick oil spilis were indeed found
about 200 to 300 metres off the coast near Katwijk, Noordwijk and
Lirnuiden. Each of these was several miles long and some tens of
metres wide. About 15 m3 detergents was used to disperse them.
In view of the buis that had to be presented for dispersing the
oii from the "Pacific Colocotronis", it was irrortant to know whether
this oii had come from this tanker. Sampies of oil from the
"Pacific Colocotronis" itself and from the Noordwijk, Katwijk
Zandvoort and IJmuiden beaches (taken on 6th and 7th October) were
therefore submitted for analysis to the Government Institute for
Sewage and Wastewater Leatment.
The attached analysis report (Annex 6) shows that the oil on the
beaches consisted of a mixture of light and heavier oil fractions;
the heavier fraction was not present in the oil from the "Pacific
Colocotronis".
The conciusion was therefore that the oii on the beaches was aiircst
certainly not from the "Pacific Colocotronis".
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6. Contact with other countries.
On 9th June 1969, an Agreement was made in Bonn between the North
Sea states on co-operation in deallng with pallution of the North
Sea by oil.
The partjes undertake to cooperate in tracing and rrcnitoring oil
--

spills and to keep one another informed.
For this purpase the North Sea and the Channel are divided into zones,
within the adjoining coastal state bears primary respDnsibility
(Fig. 4) for reparting and rrcnitoring oil spilis.
1f a party needs assistance in dealing with an oil spul it can seek
this from the other parties, starting with those likewise threatened.
The party whose assistance is sought is to make every ef fort to give
such assistance to the best of its ability.
The Agreement applies only if there is irrmediate and serious danger to
a Contracting Party's coast or related interests.
Denmark.
On 30th September a telex message was received from the Sea Rescue
Centre, Aarhus, requesting information on the rrvement of the "pacific
Colocotronis" oil slick.
The Danes were notified by telex of the pasition at that rroment.

-

After the "Pacific Colocotronis" had been brought into part, this was
also reparted to Denmark.
United Kingdom.
0'iing to contact with the U. K. Deparimient of Industry regarding the
employment of British vessels for oil-clearance operations, the
British had already been informed abeut the "Pacific Colocotronis"
at an early stage.
On Tuesday afternoon, 30th September, a representative of the Warren
Spring Labratory, Stevenage, indicated that he was interested in the
course of events and the operations that were being undertaken. Arrong
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other things, this Laberatory develops irethods for deal ing with pollution
of the sea by oil.
TWo representatives of this LabDratory arrived at Schiphol on Wednesday
norning ist October, and were subsequently informed at Rij swijk how matters
stood.
Before leaving again for England in the evening, they were both taken on
a reconnaissance flight over the oil slick in the afternoon.

On Tuesday 30th September, a telex message was sent to the "Seeverkehr"
Department of the German Ministry of 'ftansrxrt giving the requisite
information on the events concerning the "Pacific Colocotronis" and also
asking for information on the shippirig potential in Germany which might
be used for oil dispersion. The respnse was a telephone call from
Gerinany that the "Conrad Meisel" at Cuxbaven with 30 m3 detergents on beard
could be on the spJt for oil-dispersion operations within abeut 15 hours
from then, if called upon.
This vessel also had deck space available for spare tanks, On Wednesday
ist October the Gerrnans were infonned that it would no langer be necessary
to use the "Conrad Meisel". (See also page 7, under 4).
7. Information to the press.
During the rrorning of 29th September it was decided to co-ordinate
information to the press and to the Department within the North Sea
Directorate.
A method was chosen for this which did not put any extra burden on those
actually concerned in the operations.
It can be said that in this way the provision of information to the press
was satisfactory as far as the North Sea Directorate was concerned.
Then or

50

telephone calls were made to the Central Information Department

of the Ministry of 'ftansport and Public Works to inform them right away
of the position and the fresh develoçnnts.
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This Deprtment in turn provides information to journalists and
press agencies.
There were also ten direct telephone conversations with publicity
media. On 30th September there was a W intervies with the
Chief Engineer in a topical programme and af terwards, on 13th
Cotober, in a radio intervii in the prograimie "Stlight on
Holland", a North Sea Directorate representative spke about the
events.
The press co-ordinator's activities ended on 2nd Cotober, when the
oil stili present at sea no longer proved to be a menace.
8. Financial aspectes.
8.1. Liability.
-In the afternoon of Monday 29th September, the North Sea Directorate
informed Rij nrrond Scheepsagenturen N.V., 1Rtterdam, by phone that
the shipping company would be held liable for the total cost of
clearing the "Pacific Colocotronis" oil spul. This message was
later repeated by telex.
During this telephone conversation, the agents said they had already
been in touch with:
West of England Ship CYriers Mutual Protection and Indemnity
Association (P and 1) and
International Tanker C»iners Pollution Federation.
This Federation in 1969 established the Tanker CX ,iners Voluntary
Agreernent Concerning Liability for Oil Pollution, also know as
'IVAIDP.
Within 'IOVALOP, for instance, arrangements are made to insure
participating tanker owners against the coast of clearing oil
fx)llution originating from a rnember tanker, especially in cases
where there is a risk of coastal pllution.
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This telephone conversation therefore showed that the tanker was
insured with P and 1, and also for the owner'

S

coiîrnitnt in

On Tuesday 30th September this inforrration was confirmed in writing
by the International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation, with an
Offer of help from 'IOVZLOP.
8.2. The cost.
At the time of publication of this repert all the details of the
exact cost had not been received, and at present therefore only a
rough estirnate can be made.
The cost consisted mainly of expenditure for:
- err1oyment of ships
- eirployment of aircraf t
- consumption of detergents
- payroll costs.
The total anount expended on oil dispersion is estimated at
F1. 800,000 to F1. 1,000,000.
To secure the payment of this axtount, on 9th October the Attorney
General deirnded adequate security.
9. Some conciuding rernarks.
The preceding sections are an attempt to outline the various aspects
of the "Pacific Colocotronis" story.
It wille be dear that this was irideed an exceptional happening
which, in different circurnstances, could easily have ended in
disaster. The spillage of approximately 2000 tonnes of oil at sea
abeut 20 miles of f the coast is indeed something beyond the norrnal
scope of the Oil-Pollution Control Section of the North Sea Directorate.
The organisation and its operations therefore had to be adapted
accordingly.
The fact that the ultirrate result was not disastrous - which could
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ll have been the case if large quantities af oil bad gat into
the Waddenzee - was due rtainly ta ane factar: the weather.
During all the events af Sunday 28th Septenber ta Thursday 2nd
taber the wind, in spite af all the glaany farecasts, rnained
Sauth ta Sauth-West, 4 ta 7 Beaufart. It was therefare possible
ta get the "Pacific Calacatranis" into port camparatively quickly
and withaut any further darrge and the ail did not drift tawards
the caast.
Arother factar influencing the rapid and favaurable pragress af
events was the light nature af the oil that was spilt sa that a large
prartian af it evaprated fairly quickly after spillage, partly
awing ta the weather canditians.
This factar, cambined with the cleararice aperatians an Manday and
Tuesday 29th and 30th Septeaber and an Wednesday ist October, had
the result that there was really nathing irore ta be seen af the au
slick by Thursday 2nd Octaber.
The anDunt af ail spilt thraugh the darnage ta the "Pacific Calacatrinis"
caused the warst ail pollution sa far in Dutch caastal waters. This
af caurse farmed a very heavy burden un the arganisatian which,
thaugh canstantly aware that spillages af this size (ar even bigger)
rnight accur at any nDment, had sa far anly had ta deal with much
srraller spills.
perience gained during the aperatian dealing with this spillage
must therefare be regarded as af great value far the future.
The value af an efficient arganisatian ta deal with marine ail
cllutian had alsa becarre abundantly dear.
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Marine oil-combating: why, how, the pros and cons.
The North Sea Directorate of the Public Works Department is respnsible,
inter alia, for marine water management in a qualitative sense. This
means, for instance, that in the event of the sea being plluted by
oil the Directorate bas to take appropriate action to dear this.
The principal reason for this is the hannful effects un the marine
biosphere and the bird pepulation.
Besides this, an ef fort has to be made to keep oil slicks away from
beaches, partly because of the great recreational aspects involved.
Some methods of marine oil clearance are gone into below.
A. The mest corrrron international method of dispersing oil at sea, at least
in Europe and in the Netherlands, is the "detergent-method".
For this purpese, vessels are equipped with spraying-arms with which
detergents can be sprayed onto the oil slick.
The effect is that the oil can be dispersed into small droplets over
the entire water colurru-i (forming an ernulsion).
In this way the oil loses its distinctive "oil properties" (including
its viscosity and concentration on the surface). As a much bigger
surface is formed for bacterial activity, the oil is biodegradable
rrre quickly.
This method has two disadvantages however:
the oil stays in the sea and continues to form a burden to local
biological life;
detergents thernselves are rrore or less toxic to marine life and
thus represent a new, additional burden on local marine life.
B. Another oil-carating method is that of "sand-sinking", An oleophilic
sand is sprayed with water onto an oil slick. The increase in specific
gravity (the oil sticks to the sand) makes the oil sinking to the
seabed.
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Advantages of this method are:
It is suitable for corttating large oil spills (disasters).
The cost is coitaratively low for large spillages.
The sand required can sirriply be suction dredged from the
seabed.
It can stili be used in adverse weather conditions.
Its disadvantages are:
The method is far from goed for the environnnt.
The oil that sinks with the grains of sand reaches the seabed and
may destroy sorre or all of the local seabed fauna.
The disadvantage mentioned in 1 may of course also affect fishing.
In particular, the taste of fish may be silt and fishing nets
may be dii±ied.
The sinking method requires sand of a particular grain size.
[f the sand contains day particles, the method will be less
effective.
It is only possible to suction dredge sand from depths of less than
25 metres.
For oil combating in areas where the sea is deeper than 25 metres,
the sand has to be brought from fairly long distance away.
The oil must not be treated with dispersants bef orehand; otherwise
the method will not work.
It is not suitable for small oil spilis, as this is corraratively
expensive.
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C. A third metbod is that of incineration.
This can be done with Kontax, a jelly-ilke product consisting rrinly
of a mixture of calcium carbide and sodium, with a rnineral oil added
as a preservative.
This product, packed in granates, is fired into the windward side of
the oil slick with a pneurrtic gun.
Contact with water causes a chernical reaction which ignites the product
and generates a very high ternperature, and the oil is set on fire.
dvantages of this method:
Caiaratively little of the product is required.
There is littie oil residue after burning.
The rnaritime environment is not baxmed.
Disadvantages:
There is a fire bazard; i.e. must not be used near the coast,
shipping routes or wrecks from which oil is still flowing.
The oil must still contain inflanble constituents, i.e. it must
be fairly fresh.
There bas to be a thick layer of

au.

The air is polluted by the heavy generation of srrcke. It must therefore
cnly be used when then is an offshore wind.
In view of the fire hazard, no planes or helicopters can be used
in the operation.
D. Lastly, a fourth oil corrating method should be mentioned.
This is the niechanical renoval of oil from the surface. Obviously,
this is the best method of all for clearing oil from the sea; it is
eliminated from the environment.
The environrrent is not af fected and the

0±1

can be used again ashore.

This method bas long been used for inlands waters.
Unfortunately it is not so easy to apply at sea.
Wave rtovements have an adverse effect. 1f a given wave-height is
exceeded, mechanical methods even become unusable.
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Moreover, the oil will tend to spread as a very thin layer over a
large area, and the useful effect will be lost. Weather conditions
have to be fairly favourable in order that the slick can be daimd
off with an oil boom so as to form a thick layer.
In this context, it rnight also be possible to use chemicals for
containing an oil slick.
In order to obtain the greatest possible benefit from mechanical
rent)val, the effective width of the oil-clearance vessel could be
increased by towing an "oil-sweeping-arm".
Of all these methods, only that with detergents is generally employed.
The sand sinking method should be considered only if large
amunts of oil threaten a vulnerable area, such as the Waddenzee.
Even so, the advantages and disvantages will have to be weighed very
carefully.
Inc ineration has few advantages on the whole as compared with detergents.
Much research is at present being carried out, and not only in the
Netherlands, into the rrst desirable method of clearing oil spillages
at sea: that of rving the oil from the surface.
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Oil-combating equipnt available to the North Sea Directorate.
A. Detergent method.
For oil dispersion at sea, the North Sea Directorate perrrnently has
a specially equipped vessel, the "Smal Agt", which can be used round
the clock for clearing oil spilis in the area allocated to the
Netherlands for dealing with pollution of the sea by oil (Fig. 4,
Bonne Agreement, 91± June 1969).
Table 4: Vessels available to North Sea Directorate for clearing
oil with detergents, with some details of capacity.
Vessel

Span (1)

Speed

Detergent
storage
capacity

Detergent
spraying
capacity

210 m3

7.2 m3/hr.

in3

4.8 rn3/hr.

200 m3

4.8 m3/Iir.
3
4.5 m /hr.

Smal Agt

40 in

9 Kn./h.

Holland (2)

17 m

12 Kn./h.

Volans (2)

17

in

12 Kn./h.

Quo Vadis (2)

15

in

10 Kn./h.

15

in3

4.8 m3/hr.

Cbr. Brunings

16 m

12 Kn./h.

15

in3

4.8 m3/Iir.

15

Volans (cannon)

The span is the total lenght of the spraying arms plus the width
of the vessel.
Warren Spring Laboratory (WLS) installation; spraying arrns 2 x 4
wide and a spraying capacity of 80 litres/rninute (4.8 m3/Iir.)
detergents.
A vessel's oil-cambating capacity depends not only on the purnping
capacity of the spraying installations, but rnainly on the span and
speed and the thickness of the oil spul.
It will be dear that for larger spillages the "Smal Agt" alone will
not suf fice.
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Besides the "Smal Agt", the North Sea Directorate also has the
"Christiaan Brunings". a surveying vessel. This can if need be be
equipped with a rrobile WSL (Warren Spring Laboratory) sprayi.ng
installation. But it bas no capacity of its own for storing detergents.
The North Sea Directorate also bas in charter the supply vessel
"Volans", the tug "Holland" and occasionally the fishing cutter "Quo
Vadis".
The "Volans" can store detergents on board and can spread detergents
mixed with seawater in the required ratio with a fire-fighting jet.
1f required, a nobile WSL spraying installation can also be placed on
board.
The "Holland" and the " Quo Vadis" have no facilities for storing
detergents and, like the "Christiaan Brunings", have to carry nobile
detergent tanks.
The North Sea Directorate only bas one rrobile WSL spraying installation.
For others, and for rrobile tanks of detergent the assistance can be
called in of the NOEPA (Netherlands Oil and Gas Exploration and
Production Association). For its own nEmbers, N(EPA bas six containers
each holding 7.5 m3 detergents (Shell LT) and three WSL nobile spraying
units in Den Helder ready for use. Inciuding the NEPA installations,
therefore, the North Sea Directorate can use a total of four WSL
spraying units and six N(XEPA tanks of detergents (45 m 3 in total) in
case of a disaster.
The U . K. or other countries can also be asked under the Bonn Agrenent
of 1969 to assist by sending oil-clearance vessels.
The United Kingdom bas a large number (about 60) WSL spraying units
for oil dispersion.
B. Sand sinking rnethod.
For disasters involving very large oil spilis, the "Geopctes VII" can
also be used.
This is a hopper suction dredger belonging to the "Adriaan Volker"
dredging corrpany which can be made suitable fairly quickly for spraying
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grains of sand covered with an oleophilic substance over an oil spin;
the oil then sink to the seabed with the sand.
Table 5: Some data on "Geopotes VII".
Ship
Span
Speed

: Geopotes VII
: 57m
:
12 Kn./br.

Storage

: 100 m3 oleophilic material, 0.66 kg/tonne sand
2500 tonnes sand
: rnaxinum 2500 tonnes mixture per hour, with which
2000 m 3 oil can be sunk in very favourable

Capacity

conditions.
C. Inc ineration method.
The North Sea Directorate has 2000 kg Kontax igniter. It is packed
in plastic granates which can be fired with an pneumatic gun.
The "Willemskade", the "Volans" and the "Smal Agt" have suchs guns.
The stock of "Kontax" is stored at the Hook of Holland in waterproof
containers in a disused air-raid shelter at a Poyal Navy site.
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Oil-control organisation in North Sea Directorate.
In order to control pllution of the sea by oil as effectively as possible
and to be able to trace the cause of pollution, a central reporting post
bas been set up which can be reached day and night.
This is the Public Works Department's Control Centre at the Hk of Holland,
which can be reached by telephone and telex.
Organisations whose duties take them frequently or infrequently on or over
the sea have been informed of this central rerting system.
Within the North Sea Directorate of the Public Works Departnnt, in the
department in charge of dealing with marine oil-çollution, the structure
is such that someone can be reached day and night from the Control Centre
in order to receive reports of oil and take action if necessary.
Outside norrnal working hours, there is an "oil-duty" officer, so that a
North Sea Directorate official can always be reached.
This official assesses the reports in the first instance and can get any
necessary action started.
In rrny cases such action will consist of sending a ship and/or a plane
for reconnaissance.
When an report is received, this official will generally send a ship and/or
a plane for reconnaissance. Depending on the nature of the pllution he
will then decide whether it has to be cleared or not. In case of serious
pollution he will inform his superiors who will then decide wbat action is
to be taken.
1f an oil spillage constitutes a direct threat to the coast, the duty
officer will inform the local authorities of the situation forthwith.
In cases where a ship is indicated as the possible cause, the Shipping
Inspectorate is notified right away.
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National Fisheries Research Institute.
Harinkadel, L3rruiiden.
POLLUTION OF THE NORTH SEA AND THE COASTS OF N(X)RD-HOLLPND AND ZUID-

0fl 28th September the Greek tanker "Pacific Colocotronis" sprang leek
27 kin South of the "Texel" lightship off Den Helder. The vessel was
sailing from Algiers to Wilhelmshaven in Gerrnany with a cargo of oil
(SaharaCrude, s.g. 0.800).
From 28th to 30 September with an initially mderate South-Easterly
wind about 2000 tonnes of oil flowed from the damaged tanker into the
North Sea, forming a large oil slick covering several hundred square
kilometres. In order to avoid coastal pollution, the floating oil was
treated with Finasol detergent; the strong to high South-South-Easterly
wind helped to keep the oil away from the coast. In the following week
the wind veered from South to West.
On 6th October, oil was found to have been washed up onto the beach at
Zandvoort. This oil pollution spread out further over a long strip of the
coast from Katwijk to Egmend aan Zee.
Various samples were analysed to ascertain whether these two cases of
pollution were connected.
Sampling.
On ist October, a 5-litre sample of the oil carried by the "Pacific
Colocotronis" was taken on board, the tanker meanwhile having reached
the distress harbour at IJmuiden. Of this sample, 1-litre quantities were
sent to the Public Works Department, North Sea Directorate, and the
Netherlands Marine Research Institute.
On 7th October, samples of oil were taken from the beach at Zandvoort,
while later, by exchange with the Institute for the Environrnent and Health
Engineering-JO, two sarnples were obtained from the beach at Noordwijk
(from 8th October).
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On 6th October, the "Tridens" drew four 15-minute samples around the place
where the tanker had spnng aleak and the oil had been cleared with
detergents:
6 October 1975:
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nalvsis methods.
Organoleptic.
With the sanles from the "Tridens" consisting of various seabed organisms,
(including starfish and lernDn sole) organoleptic tests were made based on
the fact that the human nose is an exceptionally sensitive detector of
the volatile odiferous substances present in oil. Diesel oil can be
detected in water in a concentration of 0.0005 mg/l, while heavier fuel
oil and crude petroleum wich contain cornparatively fewer odorous substances
cari be smelled in concentrations verying from 0.2 to 25 mg/litre (1).
Chemical.
The following clean-up procedure was used for the beach sainples and the
lerrDn sole selected from the "Tridens" samples:
HorrDgenisation and nbbing dry with anhydrous sodium suiphate (Na2 SO4 )
followed by extractiori with n-pentane in Soxhlet apparatus. The extracts
were concentrated with a Rotavapr unit, followed purification on a
column (20 rrm in diameter) of 15 gr
Al2°3 to 15 gr Si0 2 (beth activated
at 15 0°C and deactivated with 5 per cent water). The hydrocarbens were
obtained by evolution with n-pentane (4x the column volume) (2).
After concentration, detection took place with a gas chromatograph. At
first a temperature-programned analysis was made on a 10 per cent SE-30
column from 80 0C to 290 0C stat 60C/min.
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The stationary phase SE-30 with a maximum pennissible temperature of
2900C, however, proved inadequate for analysis of the higher hydrocarlons
(above C30 ). The procedure was therefore changed over to OV-1 with a
maximum perm.issible temperature of 340 0C. The gas chromntography
conditions were:
unit

: Varian aerograph series 200.

detector

: FID (H 2 : 30 mi/min; air 275 mi/min.).

column

:

carrier gas

Gaschrom Q 100 - 120 mesh.
: N 2 ; 20 ml/rnin.
0
: injector : 330 C

temperature

stainless steel; 1 m long; 1'8 11 ; 3 OV-1 on

detector : 33 5°C
column

: 5 min 10 5°C followed by temperature
0
prograrrming from 105 C to 330 0C at 8 0C/in

Resuits.
The chromntograin for the oil from the "Pacific Colocotronis" (Fig. la)
shows peaks of hydrocarbons up to 30 C-atorns, the peak intensity clearly
decreasing after n-C17. It can be conciuded from this that the "Pacific
Colocotronis' 5" cargo consisted of a crude oil with a boiling point below
0
450 C, consisting of benzine (C 5-C10 ), kerosine (C 10-C12 ) a light (C12 -C70 )
and a heavy distillate (C 20-C30 ). The specific gravity of the oil, 0.800,
is slightly lower than that of kerosine and well below that of Kuweit
Cnide (See Table 1).
Table 1: Specific gravites of several types of oil.
ype
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aviation spirit

0.695

motor spirit

0.725

"Pacific Colocotronis"

0.800

Kerosine

0.810

Gas/diesel oil

0.857

Kuweit Crude

0.869

Lubricating oil

0.900

Heavy fuel oil

0.930
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IR spectra in carbon tetrachloride and tJV spectra in n-pentane were also
recorded for the unpurified extracts on the beach sarnples and the oil
from the tipacific Colocotronis".
The cbrornatogranis of the Zandvoort samples (Fig. 1 b and c - p. 39) have
peaks up to n-C44 , the peak intensity increasing up to n-C 17 , then
decreasing to n-C 30 , af terwards increasing again, with a rnaxiraim at
n-C38 . nalysis of the Noordwijk samples showed that one (Fig. id) was
the sarcie as the Zandvoort saimples, while the other (Fig. le) differed
considerably, with peaks from n-C 15 to n-C40 and a maxirrum peak intensity
at n-C25 .
By gas chrornatography, the differing Noordwijk sarrle did not correspc)nd
in any way at all to the Sahara Crude. As to the other sanples from the
beach, the end of the chromatograrns (after C 30 ) differs from the end of
that for the "Pacific Colocotronis" cargo.
The hydrocarbons with rrre than 30 carbon in the beach samples do
not occur in the oil from the "Pacific Colocotronis". The oil from
the beaches was therefore of a different type and must have come from a
different source.
t

The IR and tJV methods did not yield any important additional infonnation.
&th IR and UV spectra (Figs. 2 and 3) show fairly similar patterns and
no pronounced difference between the samples and Sahara Crude could be
established by this means.
Volatile oil corrnents ware not detected in the organoleptic tests with
the "Tridens" samples, the lemn sole or the other seabed organisms, and
it was also irripssible to detect oil in the sole by gas chromatography.
The chromatogram does not show the regular peak pattern characteristic of
oil (Fig. 1 f). 'I'he peaks that exist must come from substances already
in sole naturally, which are also detected with the method employed.
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The analyses clearly disciosed that after a short time, one week, the
2000 tonnes of Sabara Cnide was no longer detectable. The sea was
apparently quite capable of assimilating this light oil, and the
question remains whether the Finasol that was used played a pos itive
part in dispersion, evaporation and degrability.
March 1976
Mia Kerkhof f
Jacob de Boer.

Advances in Marine Biology, 8, 215-306 (1970)
A. Nelson-Smith
I.C.E.S. G4 1974/E: 13
M. Kerkhoff.
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Fig 1. Chromatogrums of Pacific Colocotronis oil, beach samples and lemon sole.
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NETHERLANDS MARINE RESEARCH INSTITUTE (NIOz)
Brief description of activities and research resuits arising from the
oil spillage by the tanker Pacific Colocotronis Piraeus.
The NIOZ research ship, the itAurella, was called back from research in
the Northern part of the North Sea after the threat of an oil disaster
that would especially affect the Waddenzee. The investigation into
the effects of the oil spul were, of course, only of a makeshift nature
in view of the time in which the work had to be done.
On lst and 2nd October the "Aurelia" sailed out in atternpt to sample
places clearly disturbed by floating oil and also places not bearing any
pronounced traces of this. It proved difficult to observe oil visuafly
on these days, even at places where subsequent analysis showed they had
clearly been polluted by oil.
On lst October a plane hired by us flew over the oil slick to act as a
ncnitor for the "Aurelia "by means of visual observation. The sllck was
visible as a band of oil, the Northern boundary of which was at aJut
sarripling point 1 on the attached map. Its width was abeut three times
the ship's lenght, i.e. 100 metres in total.
The slick was difficult to see Southwards owing to clearance operations;
it was estirnated that it was still visible about as far as Callantsoog.
The tanker itself was not seen.
The marine pollution section (J.C. Duinker) and the physical oceanography
section (J.W. Rornrnets) exarnined the çossibility of characterising and
quantifying dissolved and dispered oh. After extraction of seawater
samples taken 1 metre under the surf ace an analyse was made of aromatic
hydrocarbons with the aid of fluorescence measurements (310 - 374 mm).
Oil concentrations in the range of 0.075 - 0.15 mg/litre were found.
Bef erence is made to the attached rnaps for the distribution over the
sampling points.
Gas-liquid chrornatographic measurements of individual aliphatic hydrocarbns indicate that the lighter fraction (C14 - C18) of the standard
sarriple from the tanker is underrepresented in the seawater sainples,
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probably owing to evaration from the seawater.
Quantification of the arrount of oil based on the C2 1 peak in the
chroritoqram resuits in the same concentration as follows from
fluorescence measurements with the saine sample.
There were too few sainples, however, to draw any definite conclusions.
Analysis methods are now being worked out for detecting concentrations
lower than those discussed in this reprt.
The pelagic systems section ( H . G. Fransz) investigated the direct
influence of pollution by oil on the guantity and activity of the
rrost corrron zooplankton varieties., At the sarrpling stations, specirrns
were obtained by vertically lifting a closable plankton net with a mesh
of 55 microns, at three depts: 0-4 m, 4-8 m an 8-12 m. The specimens
were transferred alive separately into 750 ml Erlenrreyer flasks covered
over with black plastic and filled up with seawater. The flasks were
placed under a light source on Ixard the ship. The organisms were given
three minutes to swim to the light source or sink to the bottom, after
which the top 250 ml was decanted. The plankton in both fractions was
preserved and exainined

in the laboratory.

Statistical analysis of the counts and the rations between counts in the
top and bottom fractions for 16 varieties showed that there was no
correlation between the nurnber of organisms per m3 water and the oil
•

content of the water either in any single variety or in a group of
varieties. In one particular group of varieties, however, a significantly
higher percentage of organisms was found in the illurninated upper part of
the flasks with a high oil concentration. And on the whole these
varieties were found to occur especially close to the surface of the water.
Sane others, such as Nctulica miliaris, behaved in the oppasite way.
No direct effect of the pallution by oil on the density of zooplankton
can be deironstrated. But the specirnens were taken soon after the oil
spill occurred, and it may be that longer contact with oil residues
causes death. The rrobility and phototactic activity of the zooplankton
was not affected, but on the contrary tended to increase.
On the whole, this is a divergent type of behaviour which may indicate
a certain irritation due to the presence of oil residues.
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The high propartion of organisms in the upper part does not suggest
that a high oil content caused a large number of dead organisms in the
water.
The product ion and food-chain research section (C. Swennen) investigated
the possible implications of the oil spul for the seabird populations
and the way seabirds cme into contact with the oil, via direct
observations.
Although oiled birds which are dying when they come ashore are observed
on pratically every coast, there is only one know case of direct
observation of contact between floating oil and seabirds.
Using our standard method, we noted and checked from the Aurelia all
birds per kind for visible fouling with oil over lO-kilometre stretches.
On ist and 2nd October respectively, one and two stretches were counted
in the area with scattered oil ribbons on the surface of the sea, and on
toth days three stretches in the same area outside the slick.
In addition, six counts were made in this area on 29th September 1975,
and also six on 9th and lOth October, all of which were nu.
All 21 counts outside the 20-metre line west of the Texel sea inlet from
the end of September to early October clearly show that birds operating
from the surface (divers, grebes, scoters and auks (alcidae)) are not
there at all, or at any rate not at this time of year. Only birds
seeking food from the air are found in this area, but even so there are
not many of these. As compared with the strip closer to the coast,
therefore, the area bas low bird papulation.
No oiled birds were observed either during the counts nor during plankton
and hydrographic samplings in or around the oil slick. The resuits of
inspection the beaches at Texel and Den Helder on 4th and 5th October
were also negative.
The resuits of the counts showed no reaction by flying birds to the
presence of the slick. It must be added, however, that the slick had
already broken up substantially at the time the observations were made.
Counts of the oil victims show that especially birds that stay rrostly
on the surface of the sea are mest vulnerable to oiling. The complete
absence of representatives of this ecological group in the area concerned
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and the comparative scarcity of flying birds seeking food is probably
the rriain reason why there was no nortality arrong seabirds in spite of
the size of the oil slick. The risk to the birds would have been
very great with a slick at the sarre latitude nearer to the coast; if
the oil had penetrated into the Waddenzee the effects could have been
terrible.
Unfortunality no observations could be collected as to how birds come
into contact with

au. Flying birds did not seern to avoid flying over

oil slick but diced or rested only in the oil-free strips. In any
case, they seem to be able to avoid the oil in daytime.
Notwithstanding the size of the spillage, no seabirds were killed.
This is because of the conplete absence of the nost vulnerable group in
the af fected area at the time accident occurred.
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GOVERNMENT INSTITtJTE FOR SEGE AND WASTES1ATER TRELIMENT
Department

organic Analysis

Reprt

OA 7505

Re

Pollution of North Sea and
beaches by oil in October 1975

Requested by

North Sea Directorate

Sainples taken

North Sea Directorate

Details of saniples:
Pacific Colocotronis, 2.10.1975
Noordwijk Beach, Post 77500, 7.10.1975, oil and sand
Katwijk Beach, 7.10.1975, oil and sand
Dump buoy IJmuiden, 8.10.1975, oil and sand
Zandvoort Beach near Roundaboat, 6.10.1975, oil and sand
Zandvoort Beach near Van Galenstraat, 6.10.1975, oil and sand
PurpDse of analysis
The purpse of the analysis is to ascertain whether sarnples 2 to 6 are
identical to sample 1.
Preparation of sarrles:
About 50 grams of each sample was extracted for 02 bours with 200 ml
carbon tetrachioride in Soxhlet apparatus.
The extracts were dried anydrous sodium suiphate.
After this, the extracts were filtered and the carbon tetrachloride was
remved from the filtrates with a rotary evaporator.
Next, carlx)n tetrachioride was evapored for 8 hours by passing air over
After this treatment, the decrease in weight of the samples was less than
0.05 g per hour.
Analysis progranime:
suiphur
infrared
gas chromatography
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Resuits:
1. Infrared analysis
Apparatus

: Perkin Elmer 157 G

Cuvette

: Sodium chioride

Layer thickness

: 0.025 rrm

Reference

: air.

Spectra were taken of the prepared samples in the wavelenght range
from 4000 - 650 cm'.
The spectra of the sarnples from the beaches are identical.
The spectrum from the "Pacific Colocotronis" differed from
those of the other specirrrs.
This difference is in the range where the carlxn tetrachioride
also shows absorption.
2. Sul2hur analysis
Sulphur was determined in the prepared specimens by the "Grote-Krekeler"
method (A.S.T.M. D 1551).
samples

percentage by weight
of suiphur
0.11

Pacific Colocotronis

1.64
1.22
2.19
1.13
3. Gaschrorratographic analysis
Apparatus

Hewlett-Packard 5711 A

Column

6 ft x 1/8" s.s., 5 per cent SE 30 on
Chromosorb W-AW-DS 80 - 100 mes

Tenperature

injector 30 0°C
0

detector 350 C
0
0
0
0
oven 4 min. 80 C, 8 C min, to 330 C, 4 min. 330 C.
Detector

F.I.D.

Carrier gas

Heliumn 30 mi/min.
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I\pproxirnately 0.2 g of the prepared specimens was dissolved in 1 g
car}xn tetrachloride.
Of the resulting solutions, 2 ul was injected according to the above
conditions.
The gas chromatograins of all the specimens correspnd in the range
between the C15 and C30 n-alkanes.
Besides this, the sairles from the beaches contain a heavier fraction
from C33 to C43 n-alkanes.
Such a fraction is not found in the sample from the Pacific Colocotronis.
The Pacific Colocotronis sairple can be described as a crude au.
The samples from the beaches can be described as a mixture of a light
oil-fraction and a heavier oil.
Conclusion:
The analyses show that the oil on the beaches is not identical to that
from the "Pacific Colocotronis". That on the beaches is a mixture of
a light oil-fraction and a heavier 0±1 and that from the "Pacific
Colocotronis" is crude oil only, and hence the "Pacific Colocotronis"
can at mDst have helped to have pelluted the beaches.
Notes:
As a guide in these analyses, use was made of a publication by the
Deutsche Geselischaft fiir Mineral6lwissenschaft und Kohiechemie E. V.,
1K-Projekt 4599.
In the deterininations, saxnple 4 was not analysed because there was
too littie oil.

Lelystad, December 1975.
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